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Description  
New York Dimensional Bluestone/Flagstone is a natural cleft sandstone used for patios, walkways and flooring. Strong and        du-
rable, it is available in a natural irregular shaped flagging or sawed in dimensional tiles. Bluestone takes its name from the deep 
blue color of the original stone layers quarried. Bluestone is not limited to just the blue color, but is a mixture of a variety of colors 
including green, gray, reddish brown and lilac with striations of gold, purple and brown.  
 

Standard Sizes 
12”x 12”,  12” x 18”, 12” x  24” , 12” x 30”, 12” x 36”, 18” x 18”, 18”x 24”, 18”x30”, 18” x 36”, 24” x 24”, 24” x 30”, 24” x 36”.     Ad-
ditional larger sizes are available up to 48”x48”. The stone is cut .5” undersize to allow for a joint.  
 

Standard Size Tolerance 
Tolerance is +/- .25 inch. This tolerance range is incremental. There may be times when the tolerance is slightly less or slightly 
more. Due to the fact that nature determines its thickness, stone .75” to 1.25” are considered 1” stone, and stones 1.25” to 2” are 
considered 1.5” stone. Larger sizes are available for an additional charge.  
 

Selling Unit 
New York Dimensional Bluestone/Flagstone is sold by the square foot.  
 

Application 
Flagstone is ideal for patios, walks, pool decking, and flooring. 
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Full Color Range 
Simply means that the stone is palletized as it is naturally produced in the quarry. Materials are relatively consistent in color, but 
please be aware that Flagstone is a natural product and subtle color variations do occur. The full color range most often includes 
shades of gray and gray-green with some blue, tan, brown and gun-metal mixed in. Our New York Flagstone is considered Grade A 
quality. 

 
Natural Cleft 
Natural Cleft is a term that means the stone is split with a hammer and chiseled to thickness after the initial cutting process. Natu-
ral cleft stone shows it’s natural surface characteristics. This means the flagstone may contain subtle variations and fluctuations in 
face reveal and appearance. Fluctuations and variations are what give natural stone exclusive beauty. Thickness tolerance may vary 
+/- ¼”.  

Solid Size Pallet Random Pattern Example 

Natural Cleft Surface 

1.5” Mixed Size Pallet 1” Mixed Size Pallet 


